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SUMMARY

The effectiveness of environmental decontamination (ED) as a measure in the control of

infectious diseases is controversial. This work quantifies the effectiveness of ED by analysing the

transmission of pathogens from the environment to susceptible hosts in a

Susceptible–Infected–Susceptible model. Analysis of the model shows that ED can render a

population disease-free only when the duration of infection (D) is within a certain range. As host-

to-host transmission rate is increased, D falls outside this range and the higher levels of ED have

a diminishing return in reducing the number of infected hosts at endemic equilibrium. To avoid

this, ED can be combined with other control measures, such as treating infected individuals to

push the duration of infection into the specified range. We propose decision criteria and

minimum ED efforts required for control policies to be effective.
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INTRODUCTION

The inanimate environment contributes to the trans-

mission of infectious diseases. Specifically, contami-

nated food, water, soil, objects and contact surfaces

have been associated with disease transmission [1–4].

A contaminated environment is recognized by regu-

latory and health organizations as an exposure source

[3, 5, 6] and the inanimate environment can serve as a

reservoir of infectious disease to humans and animals

[4, 7]. Moreover, free-living pathogens can be trans-

mitted from the environment to susceptible hosts

[8–11] and therefore effective environmental de-

contamination (ED) serves as an infection control

measure.

The present work is concerned with the effects of

ED on disease transmission in a host population.

Here, decontamination is defined as a reduction of the

pathogen load in the environment by any method (e.g.

cleaning and disinfecting) other than natural decay.

The main question is whether ED can be an effective

control measure. A clear answer to this question

requires a deeper understanding of the underlying

mechanisms governing pathogen–host–environment

interactions. However, the role of ED as an infection

control measure is controversial. Several studies re-

port the benefits of cleaning and disinfecting in the

control of infectious disease [12–14]. Whereas other
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works suggest that decontamination of the inanimate

environment is only a minor factor [15, 16]. There is a

need to quantify the effectiveness of ED in the control

and prevention of infections.

Pathogen transmission through the environment

has been modelled in previous studies describing

various infectious disease dynamics [9, 17–20].

Nevertheless, the effects of ED in the control and

prevention of infection have been less studied through

mathematical models of infectious disease. When

an infection does not confer immunity, a Susceptible–

Infected–Susceptible (SIS) model can be used to

investigate the dynamics of host–pathogen inter-

actions (see e.g. [21, 22]). Here, the basic SIS model

is extended by including transmission of a pathogen

from the environment to susceptible hosts. Thus the

extended SISp model is used to study the effectiveness

of ED. The subscript ‘p’ indicates the free-living

pathogen considered in the model.

The primary goal of the present work is to deter-

mine whether ED can prevent the establishment of

infection within a host population. Specifically, by

considering that a susceptible host can be infected by

direct contact with an infected host and indirectly

through the contaminated environment, analysis of

the SISp model will determine whether interruptions

in pathogen transmission occur as a result of ED.

Moreover, the effectiveness of ED alone or combined

with other control measures is quantified through

a differential technique well-known in multivariable

calculus.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The

next section describes the model’s assumptions and

introduces the SISp model. Further sections are con-

cerned with the basic reproduction number R0 and

disease-free and endemic (E) equilibria; disease con-

trol strategies and the effectiveness of ED; and a final

section delivers the main conclusions.

THE MODEL

The basic SIS model can be extended to various

complicated models with age structure, delay and

spatial dispersion. Nevertheless, complexity of the

model could hinder interpretation of the model re-

sults. Therefore, we chose to study the effectiveness of

ED in a simple scenario. In particular, for a spatially

homogeneous population, we considered the follow-

ing model assumptions :

(1) Total population size is constant over time. In

addition, no births or deaths are considered.

(2) Infection does not confer immunity; individuals

become susceptible again after they recover from

the infection.

(3) A susceptible host may become infected after a

direct adequate contact with an infected host.

(4) A susceptible host may become infected through

contact with a sufficient number of free-living

pathogens in the environment.

(5) Both host-to-host and environment-to-host

transmission terms are ‘density-dependent’, i.e. it

is assumed that the force of infection increases

with increased host population size.

Infected individuals shed the pathogen over a given

period of time. Although the shedding level may vary

over time [23], a constant rate of shedding is assumed

here. The presence of the pathogen in the environ-

ment is maintained by hosts’ pathogen shedding while

it is challenged by natural decay and pathogen re-

moval strategies (i.e. decontamination). Figure 1 is a

compartmental diagram for the proposed model and

Table 1 summarizes the model elements. The system

of ordinary differential equations representing the

SISp model is given by

_SS=xbSI+aIxdSP, (1)

_II=bSIxaI+dSP, (2)

_PP=cIx(r+s)PxdNP, (3)

where all constants a, b, …, are non-negative, the

number of susceptible and infected individuals at time

t [i.e. S(t) and I(t), respectively] are also non-negative.

Since S(t)+I(t)=N for all to0, S(t) can be replaced

by NxI(t) and the system can be described by

equations (2) and (3) alone. In contrast to the basic

SIS model, the nonlinear model (1)–(3) cannot be

solved by integration techniques. When d=0 (i.e. the

host does not become infected by contacting the

contaminated environment), the system is decoupled.

In this case equations (1) and (2) represent the basic

SIS model with no births, deaths or immunity;

equation (3) indicates the dynamics of the pathogen at

a free-living stage.

α

γ

σ

βI

δP
Susceptible host

(S)
Infected host

(I )
Free-living pathogen

(P)

r

Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the SISp model. Solid
and dashed lines indicate the dynamics of host and free-

living pathogen, respectively.
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EQUILIBRIUM AND ECOLOGICAL

STABILITY

Equilibrium analysis

The disease-free (DF) and E equilibria of the SISp

model (1)–(3) are respectively given by

(SDF, IDF,PDF)=(N, 0, 0), (4)

and

(SE, IE,PE)=(S*,NxS*,P*), (5)

where

S*=a(r+s+dN)=(dc+b(r+s+dN)), (6)

P*=cI*=(r+s+dN): (7)

Since I*=NxS*>0, from equation (6) we get that

the E equilibrium does not exists if

N(b+dc=(r+s+dN))=a<1: (8)

Note that the system (1)–(3), is subject to the con-

straint S(t)+I(t)=N for all to0; hence (S, I, P)=
(0, 0, 0) is not an equilibrium. The local and global

stability analysis of DF and E equilibria are provided

in Appendices A and B, respectively.

The basic reproduction number

The overall transmissibility fitness of an infectious

agent in a host population is often quantified by the

basic reproduction number R0, which is defined as

the average number of secondary infections caused

by a typical infected individual introduced into a

totally susceptible population [9, 24]. We used the

next-generation matrix approach [25–27] to obtain

R0. Similarly to [28] and [29], we considered both P

and I as disease compartments (see Appendix C for

derivation of the next-generation matrix K). The lar-

gest non-negative eigenvalue of K is defined as R0 and

is given by

R0=Nb=a+Ndc=(r+s+dN)a: (9)

When R0>1, there will be a disease outbreak, whereas

R0<1 leads to a disease-free population. Concerning

control and prevention of disease, the value of R0

should remain below the threshold value of 1.

Expressing 1/a as D, which denotes the duration of

infection, equation (9) is rewritten as

R0=R0d+R0in , (10)

where R0d=NDb and R0in=NDdc=(r+s+dN).

Hence the R0 in equation (9) is the summation of

two values related to direct and indirect trans-

missions. In particular, R0d and R0in respectively

correspond to the number of secondary infections

through host-to-host and environment-to-host trans-

mission caused by an infected individual in a totally

susceptible population.

DISEASE CONTROL AND

MANAGEMENT

Reduction of infection

Control of an endemic infection does not necessarily

mean elimination of the infection from the host

population. Here, the underlying question is whether

decontamination of the inanimate environment can

Table 1. Summary of the notations used in the model

Symbol Description Dimension

a Host recovery rate 1/time
b Host-to-host transmission rate (1/time) (1/individual)

d Environment-to-host transmission rate (1/time) (1/individual)
c Pathogen shedding rate (1/time) (1/individual)
s Pathogen natural decay rate 1/time

r Decontamination (pathogen removal) rate 1/time
S Number of susceptible individuals —
I Number of infected individuals —
P Free-living pathogen population size —

N Total host population size —

The relationship between r and the more intuitive representation of decontami-
nation as the proportion of pathogens removed (Premoved) from the environment
per unit time is defined with Premoved =(1x exr)r100.

In the ‘Dimension’ column, the term individual refers to the number of host or
pathogen; both dP and bI have the dimension 1/time.
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reduce the infection from a host population. Let the

number of susceptible and infected individuals at the

E equilibrium be functions of removal rate r denoted

by S*(r) and I*(r), respectively. In equation (6), by

taking the derivative of S*(r) with respect to r, we have

dS*(r)=dr=adc=(dc+b(r+s+dN))2: (11)

Since I*(r)=NxS*(r) and dS*(r)/dr>0, I*(r) is a

decreasing function of r. Hence in an endemic state, a

more aggressive decontamination of the environment

(i.e. higher values of r) gives rise to a reduction in the

number of infected hosts. However, dS*(r)/dr is a

decreasing function of r and therefore S*(r) is a con-

cave function of r (see the curves in Fig. 2). Thus, ED

can be effective only to a certain limit and it has a

diminishing return (i.e. for each unit increase in the

value of r there will be progressively smaller gain in

terms of I*(r) reduction). In particular, by allowing

rpO the highest number of susceptible hosts at E

equilibrium is S*(inf ty)=a/b. Then we are looking

for rmax such that

a=bxS*(rmax)<1, (12)

with a/b>1. Substituting the right-hand side of

equation (6) into (12) and solving for r, we have

rmax=(axb)dc=b2x(s+dN), (13)

provided that the right-hand side of equation (13) is

positive. Otherwise, rmax is defined as zero. For the

values of r>rmax, S*(r) is increased by <1. Hence,

more aggressive decontamination policies corre-

sponding to values of rormax are not effective and

I*(r) is reduced at most by 1. In general, the par-

ameter rmax defines a threshold value for effectiveness

of ED in reducing the number of infected hosts during

the endemic state.

In terms of increasing S*, and therefore decreasing

I*, the beneficial effect of ED is dependent on the

host-to-host transmission rate b. From equation (13)

we see that rmax increases for smaller values of b.

Figure 2 indicates that the number of susceptible S* at

E equilibrium is increased for smaller values of b.

For diseases with a significant role of indirect trans-

mission in the incidence of new cases, given that

bB0, the relationship between S* and r is almost

linear. This includes nosocomial infections such as

Clostridium difficile, vancomycin-resistant enterococci

and methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus for

which there is a strong evidence of pathogen survival

in environmental reservoirs [30].

Elimination of infection

From condition (8) it is concluded that the bifurcation

parameter

r0=Ndc=(axNb)x(s+dN), (14)

exists only when

Nb<a<Nb+Ndc=(s+dN): (15)

Otherwise r0<0, which is biologically irrelevant. The

parameter r0 defines the minimal decontamination

effort required to eliminate the E equilibrium.

It can be shown that R0<1, only when condition

(15) is satisfied and r>r0. Elimination of E equilib-

rium through ED is possible when it is applied in

combination with other control measures such as

treatments of infected individuals. In particular, if

host recovery rate a is lower than the range specified

in equation (15), an aggressive antibiotic treatment

may decrease the duration of infection D and there-

fore it may push the recovery rate a into this range. In

this case, any level of decontamination that provides

r>r0 can return the population into the DF equilib-

rium. By dividing expression (15) by a, we get

R0d<1<R0, (16)

whereR0 and R0d are defined in equations (9) and (10).

The condition (16) indicates that more aggressive de-

contamination can reduce the value of R0 to<1, only

when the environmental factors are the main cause of

Pathogen removal rate (r )

S
* (

r,β
) =

 N
um

be
r o

f s
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3
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2
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Fig. 2. Depending on the intensity of host-to-host trans-
mission rate b, a more aggressive environmental decon-

tamination may increase the number of susceptibles S*
(and therefore decrease the number of infected host I*)
at endemic equilibrium. The diminishing return of r on

S* (and therefore I*) is replaced with a linear relationship as
bp0.
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infection (i.e. when R0d<1). Conversely, R0do1 im-

plies that R0>1 for any value of r. Therefore, no

matter how aggressive ED is, a large host-to-host

transmission rate b is sufficient for a disease outbreak.

Examples : Escherichia coli O157:H7 and typhoid

fever

To illustrate and compare the effects of ED, we con-

sider two scenarios of infection: E. coli O157:H7 in a

dairy cattle herd and typhoid fever in a small com-

munity of people. Figure 3 represents the bifurcation

diagrams and effects of ED (i.e. pathogen removal

rate r) on I* and R0 for each of the cases. The par-

ameter values associated with E. coli O157:H7 are

based on previous studies. In particular, the host re-

covery rate a=0.048 was calculated as the reciprocal

of the mean number of days for which a calf shed

E. coli O157:H7 in faeces following initial infection

[31]. The host-to-host transmission rate and the

environment-to-host transmission rate are assumed as

b=10x4 and d=3r10x13, respectively. The shedding

rate c=4r108 for E. coli O157:H7 was estimated

from the distribution of bacterial counts reported in

Cray et al. [32]. The natural decay rate s=0.118 of

E. coli O157:H7 was obtained from [33] using the

initial count and the final count of bacteria at a given

interval of time. Specifically, s was estimated by

s=[log(C0)xlog(Ct)]/Dt, where C0 is the initial count

and Ct is the final count of bacteria and Dt is the in-

terval of time between the measurement of the two

counts. The parameter values related to typhoid fever

were obtained from [19] under simplified assump-

tions, where the host’s birth and death rates are zero
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the effectiveness of environmental decontamination for two infectious diseases. Plots on the left- and
right-hand sides correspond respectively to Escherichia coliO157:H7 in cattle and typhoid fever in humans. (a, b) Bifurcation
diagrams with respect to the parameter r. The minimal daily pathogen removal required for elimination of endemic

equilibrium are 18% and 73%, respectively, which is obtained from (1xexr0 )r100. (c, d) Plots of changes in R0 with respect
to the decontamination level for E. coli O157:H7 and typhoid fever. The parameter values used to generate the diagrams
are as follows. For E. coli O157:H7 and typhoid fever, respectively, N=100, 100; a=0.048, 0.0357; b=10x4, 1.1992r10x4 ;

d=3r10x13, 1.8396r10x5 ; c=4r108, 18.5822; s=0.118, 0.1425; r0=0.1978 and r0=1.2975. DF, Disease free ; E, endemic.
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and only the clinical stage of the infection is con-

sidered. By converting the rate of changes from years

to days, the parameter values are N=100, a=0.0357,

b=1.1992r10x4, d=1.8396r10x5, c=18.5822, s=
0.1425. Note that in both examples we have N=100;

considering a higher value for N (or b) may result in

R0d>1, which will change the outcome prediction:

ED cannot eradicate the infection and it may only

reduce the number of infected hosts at the endemic

state.

Impacts of parameter changes

The parameters of the SISp model (1)–(3) may change

individually or simultaneously. In particular, a more

aggressive ED corresponds to higher values of r ; the

shedding rate c may increase due to presence of

supershedders; the host-to-host transmission rate b

may vary due to seasonal changes in contact behav-

iour. If the pathogens are not resistant to antibiotics,

employing an antibiotic treatment will increase the

host recovery rate a by reducing the duration of in-

fectionD and it may also decrease the shedding rate c.

Persistence of the free-living pathogen corresponds to

the inverse of the natural decay rate s. Then, s may

decrease when the pathogen adapts to the environ-

ment through some morphological and physiological

changes [34, 35].

Concerning individual parameter changes, the

impacts of parameter changes on R0d , and R0in and

thereforeR0, are discussed as follows. The value ofR0d

increases with b linearly, while it parabolically de-

creases with a. In all other cases, R0d remains un-

changed. The value of R0in decreases parabolically

with a, r and s, while it increases parabolically with d.

An increase in N results in a parabolic increase in R0in ,

whereas it increases R0d linearly. In terms of disease

control and management, there is a sharp difference

between the parabolic and the linear changes. When

the value of d (or r, s) is close to zero any small

change makes a huge difference in the value of R0in

and therefore R0. The changes of R0 with respect to a

close to zero are even more pronounced since both R0d

and R0in decrease parabolically with a. On the other

hand these parameters have diminishing effect in

terms of gain in infection control as they move away

from zero. Hence, linear increases of R0 due to in-

creases of b or c can hardly be controlled by increases

in a, r, s (or decreases in d) when these parameters are

away from zero. Figure 4 is a conceptual illustration

of the cases mentioned above.

Control of pathogen trait changes

Concerning simultaneous parameter changes, the

main question is whether the compound effect of these

changes favours the spread or elimination of infec-

tion. The answer lies in the value of R0 after all

changes are applied. If a control policy successfully

counteracts the pathogen trait changes, then the value

ofR0 should decrease or at least remain unchanged. In

the following, a differential technique is employed to

determine the compound effect of the parameter

changes on R0. Let d‘‘‘=[da, db, dc, dd, ds, dr]t be the

vector of the parameter changes. The notations d and
t are respectively the differential and the transpose of

the vector ‘‘‘. The variation of R0 in direction of d‘‘‘ is

determined by

dR0=rR0 � d‘‘‘, (17)

whererR0 is the gradient of R0 with respect to a, b, c,

d, s and r. Specifically,

rR0=Nax1[xax1(b+dcA), 1, dA, c(r+s)A2,

xdcA2,xdcA2]t, (18)

where A=1/(r+s+dN).

A control policy is successful if dR0f0. The chan-

ges in R0 can be investigated for several combinations

of increase or decrease in the values of a, b, c, d, s

and r. Nevertheless, we consider control policies that

include decontamination and certain pathogen trait

changes that are of special interest. Table 2 represents

various scenarios related to pathogen traits (i.e. first

column) and control policies (i.e. second column).

The inequalities in Table 2 represent the decision

criteria required to prevent increases to the value ofR0

(i.e. the criteria to have dR0f0).

Note that these criteria are not always feasible.

For instance, small values of a (i.e. a�1) imply that

B41, where B=(b+dcA)/(adcA2). Then, concerning

the first row of Table 2, any small decrease in the va-

lue of amust be compensated for with a large increase

in the value of r, which might be impractical. In this

case when (r+s)/d41, changing the control measure

to the second row of Table 2 may improve the situ-

ation. In practice, after estimating the parameter

values and determining the changes in infection dy-

namics (e.g. the scenarios presented in the first

column of Table 2), the costs and feasibility of differ-

ent control policies are compared and determined

based on the decision criteria (e.g. those presented in

Table 2).
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The co-planar angle h between the vectorsrR0 and

d‘‘‘ is defined by

h=arccos
dR0

rR0j j d‘‘‘j j : (19)

The value of hs[0, p] is a measure of effectiveness of

each control policy. When h=p, dR0<0 and it has

the highest magnitude. This corresponds to the poli-

cies that are most effective and the value of R0 is ex-

pected to decrease the most. In terms of reducing the

value of R0, the policies become less effective when h

decreases within the range [p/2, p]. When h=p/2,

dR0=0, which represents a case that control policies

can only prevent increases in the value of R0. Values

of h in the range [0, p/2) correspond to cases when

the policies cannot sufficiently reduce the number

of infected hosts and the value of R0 increases. To

demonstrate the above-mentioned qualities, consider

the example of E. coli O157:H7. Using the same

parameter values as in Figure 3 and letting r=0.2 we

obtain R0=0.99, A=3.145 and B=8.38. Assuming

that the recovery rate a decreases by 15% (i.e.

da=x7.2r10x3 and a=0.0408) will increase the

value of R0 to 1.17. To overcome the negative impacts

of a on R0 we may increase the level of decontami-

nation. Then the decision criterion in the first row of

the Table 2 will be equivalent to dr>0.06, which

means that the level of daily decontamination must

increase by a minimum of 30% to return R0 to its

previous value. An increase of 30% in the daily de-

contamination level could be impractical and we may

have to look for an alternative approach. If we as-

sume that the environment-to-host contacts can be

reduced by 10%, then the decision criterion in the

second row of Table 2 will be equivalent to dr>0.028.

This will improve the situation and reduce the

minimum requirement for decontamination from

30% to 14%. When such increases (i.e. 30% and

14%) are applied to the level of decontamination, the

value of h becomes p/2. This indicates that the poli-

cies are successful in preventing any increases in R0

above 0.99, but they cannot further decrease such

values unless higher levels of decontamination are

applied.

R0 R0

R0 R0

δ r δ α

γβ
σ

β

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4.A conceptual illustration of the parabolic and linear changes in the value of R0 as a result of parameter changes. (a) An

increase of d results in a parabolic increase in the value of R0, whereas increases in c give rise to parabolic decreases in R0. (b)
Comparison with the previous case, since a is present both in R0d and R0in , it has impacts stronger than c in controlling the
increases in R0. (c) The value of R0 is linearly increased with parameters b and c. (d) Similar to r and a, the parameter s has a

diminishing return in controlling the linear increases in R0 due to increases in b or d.
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DISCUSSION

The role of environmental contamination in infection

transmission is host–pathogen–environment system

specific. Ideally, the nature of the organizing principle

that underlies the systems should be revealed. In

practice, parsimonious models can be used to under-

stand key elements of infectious disease dynamics.

Here, we used a SISp model to investigate the effec-

tiveness of ED in controlling disease spread in a host

population.

The main findings of the present work are divided

into three parts : equilibrium analysis of the SISp

model, impacts of ED on disease dynamics and

the effectiveness of control policies. The equilibrium

analysis of the SISp model indicates the presence of

two distinct dynamics. A DF equilibrium which is

stable when R0<1; and an unstable DF and stable E

equilibria when R0>1. In the latter case, the E equi-

librium is globally stable in the region I<I*, in which

the host population is susceptible to infection. The

bifurcation analysis of the SISp model indicates that

ED can be a determining factor for reduction of

infection only when the recovery rate a is in the

range specified by equation (15). In this case the host

population returns to a disease-free state when the

level of decontamination maintains r>r0. On the

contrary, when a is outside of the specified range, a

DF equilibrium is not achievable. In particular, con-

dition (15) can be violated when the host-to-host

transmission rate b is increased. Therefore the ef-

ficiency of ED is largely dependent on b. In other

words, large values of b imply R0d>1. Then the

eradication of infection will not be achieved and ED

will only have a diminishing return in terms of re-

ducing the number of infected hosts I* at E equilib-

rium. The efficiency of each control policy was

quantified through a differential technique. The de-

cision criteria in Table 2 indicate the minimal effort

that is required to overcome the increases in R0 due to

changes in the pathogen–host–environment system.

Moreover, in terms of the magnitude of changes in R0,

the value of h is a measure of effectiveness corre-

sponding to each intervention. While the hypothe-

sized scenarios are not all inclusive, they illustrate the

ED effort that would be required to, for example,

Table 2. Hypothesized scenarios of pathogen trait changes and the policy choices to control those changes. Each

inequality represents the decision criterion required to ensure the policy will be effective

Scenarios Choices Changes by policy Changes by pathogen trait

a› r‹ dr o B|da|
a› r‹, d› (r+s)|dd|/d+dr o B|da|
a›,c›,s‹ r‹ Dr o B|da|xdsx|dc|/(cA)
a›,c›,s‹ r‹, d› (r+s)|dd|/d+dr o B|da|xdsx|dc|/(cA)
a›,c›,s‹ r‹, b› db+dr o B|da|xdsx|dc|/(cA)
a‹,c‹ r‹ dr o Dc/(cA)xBda
a‹,c‹,s› r‹ dr o |ds|+dc/(cA)xBda
a‹,c‹,s› r‹, d› (r+s)|dd|/d+dr o |ds|+dc/(cA)xBda
a‹,c‹,s› r‹, b› d|b|+dr o |ds|+dc/(cA)xBda
b‹ r‹ dr o db/(dcA2)

b‹ r‹, a‹, c› |dc|/(cA)+Bda+dr o db/(dcA2)
d‹ r‹ dr o (r+s)dd/d
d‹ r‹, a‹,c› |dc|/(cA)+Bda+dr o (r+s)dd/d
c‹ r‹ dr o dc/(cA)

Scenarios : a›, the duration of infection increases ; a›, c›, s‹, the duration of infection increases but replication in the host

(i.e. host exploitation) and consequent shedding decreases, survival in environment decreases ; a‹, c‹, the duration of infec-
tion decreases but replication in the host and consequent shedding increases ; a‹, c‹, s›, the duration of infection decreases
but replication in the host and consequent shedding increases, survival in environment increases ; b‹, frequency or intensity of
host-to-host transmission increases ; d‹, frequency or intensity of environment-to-host contacts increases ; c‹, shedding rate
increases.
Choices : r‹, more decontamination; r‹, d›, more decontamination and reduction of environment-to-host contacts ; r‹, b›,
more decontamination and reduction of host-to-host contacts ; r‹, a‹, c›, more decontamination and antibiotics adminis-
tration and the consequent shedding reduction.
|.| Represents the magnitude of the differential ; A=1/(r+s+dN) and B=(b+dcA)/(adcA2).
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eliminate from a host population a newly introduced

or evolved strain of an infectious agent. The practical

utility of this method depends on our ability to

measure and distinguish the routes of disease trans-

mission and accurately estimate other model para-

meters. This could be challenging for newly emerging

infectious diseases. However, for a variety of infec-

tions, it is possible to obtain reasonable values for the

transmission rates b and d and other model para-

meters. If the changes in the parameter values of the

model are detected early enough, then the correct

control policy can be chosen to stop or significantly

slow down the spread of infection in the host popu-

lation.

As outlined below, the SISp model carries a number

of limitations and the effectiveness of ED can be

quantified and investigated for the extended versions

of the model. First, no demographic stochasticity is

considered in the SISp model [21]. Second, the model

does not consider any seasonal forcing for parameters

such as transmission rates b and d or shedding rate c

(see [36] for a review on seasonal impacts of b). Third,

the host and pathogen population can be divided into

more detailed subpopulations [17, 21]. Despite these

points for improvement, the analysis of the SISp

model is conceptually meaningful for real-world

scenarios in prevention and control of many historical

and emergent diseases and in assessment of ED ef-

fectiveness. As mentioned in the Introduction there

are controversial results and opinions regarding the

effectiveness of ED. The controversy in assessment

of ED effectiveness arises from the specificities

of the pathogen–host–environment interactions; for

example cholera transmission will be different in

urban and rural settings and may become extremely

different in case of a natural disaster. This could be

resolved by analysing host–pathogen–environment

models of infectious diseases and determining specific

conditions for effectiveness of ED. For instance, with

the specific parameter values related to typhoid fever

and E. coli O157:H7, condition (15) is satisfied and

our model predicted that ED would eradicate both

cases. Alternatively, for larger values of b or N,

condition (15) would be violated and ED may have a

diminishing return such that for rormax ED becomes

totally ineffective. Furthermore, the SISp model

can be extended to study the effectiveness of ED in

more detail. Specifically, the spatial movement of

individuals, displacement of pathogens in the en-

vironment, the intermittent shedding [23], and the

replication of free-living pathogens could be added to

the model. Then the SISp is extended to an SIS re-

action-diffusion model [21] with a free-living patho-

gen to further quantify the effectiveness of ED.

The qualitative behaviours (i.e. parabolic, linear,

constant) of R0d and R0in with respect to each par-

ameter of the SISp model provide crucial information

for control and prevention of infection. If a parameter

associated with a pathogen trait increases R0 linearly,

then neutralizing such an increase with parameters

that parabolically decrease R0 could be difficult when

these parameters are away from zero. For instance,

in a community with no or poor decontamination

policies, applying higher levels of decontamination

can greatly reduce the value of R0in and therefore R0.

Noting that ED has no effect on R0d , and that it

has a diminishing return in terms of reducing the

value of R0in , there is less benefit in applying higher

levels of decontamination for the communities that

already have a good or average decontamination

policy.

In general, considering that R0 is defined as a

function of parameters used in an epidemiological

model of disease transmission, the condition R0<1

can be equivalent to certain conditions for some con-

trollable parameters of the SISp model such as host-

to-host transmission rate b, decontamination rate r

and recovery rate a. This has been noted in the work

by Safan et al. [37], where the minimal effort required

for eradicating infection is obtained for the class of

compartmental models with backward bifurcation.

The parameter changes that we considered in this

study (i.e. Table 2) do not represent all possible cases.

Nevertheless, the same technique can be employed to

obtain the related decision criteria.

In conclusion, by using a simple model we deter-

mined the key elements in control of infection when

ED is used as a measure. Furthermore, we illustrated

how effectiveness of different control policies and

ED can be quantified. This knowledge might be of

special interest to healthcare professionals and de-

cision makers, as it helps determine the feasibility of

ED and the effort required to control or eliminate

infection from a host population.

APPENDIX A. Local stability analysis of the

model

In the following we will show that: (i) the DF equi-

librium is locally (but not asymptotically) stable when

condition (8) is satisfied, (ii) the system exhibits a

transcritical bifurcation when condition (8) is violated
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[i.e. stability of DF equilibrium is lost and at the same

time the locally (and globally) stable positive E equi-

librium emerges], and (iii) the solutions curves nearby

the DF and E equilibria are monotonic.

The Jacobian matrix associated with the SISp

model (1)–(3) linearized about the equilibrium (Si, Ii,

Pi), i=DF, E is given by

J(Si, Ii,Pi)=
xbIixdPi xbSi+a xdSi

bIi+dPi bSixa dSi

xdPi cxdPi x(r+s+dN)

2
4

3
5:

(20)

Then, the characteristic equation corresponding toDF

equilibrium (SDF, IDF, PDF)=(N, 0, 0) is in the form

l(l2+(a+r+s+(dxb)N)l

+(axbN)(r+s+dN)xcdN)=0, (21)

where l is an eigenvalue. Hence, one of the eigen-

values is zero and the stability of DF equilibrium

cannot be asymptotic. Employing the Routh–Hurwitz

criteria (see e.g. [22]), the two remaining eigenvalues

have negative real parts if

N(b+dc=(r+s+dN))=a<1: (22)

Note that this is the same as condition (8) for non-

existence of E equilibrium. When condition (22) is

satisfied, DF equilibrium is stable and it is the only

equilibrium of the SISp model (1)–(3). In fact, con-

dition (22) guarantees the two eigenvalues to be real

negative values. Hence, the behaviour of solution

curves [S(t), I(t), P(t)] is monotonic nearby the DF

equilibrium.

In the case that the inequality in condition (22) is

reversed, E equilibrium exists and following the same

procedure, the corresponding characteristic equation

is given by

l(l2+bl+c)=0, (23)

where

b=a+dP*+b(I*xS*)+r+s+dN, (24)

and

c=(r+s+dN)
aI*

S*
: (25)

Note that I*=NxS*; moreover, S* and P* are given

in equations (6) and (7). Similar to the previous case,

the stability is not asymptotic and we need b, co0

to have a general stability. Since a – bS=DS*P*/I*

and S*, I*, P*>0, we have b>0. Also c>0 is already

satisfied. We can see that b2 x4c>0, hence all

eigenvalues are real and non-positive. Therefore the

solutions near E equilibrium are monotonic and there

will be no oscillations in the values of S(t), I(t) and

P(t).

APPENDIX B. Global stability of E equilibrium

Here we show that E equilibrium is globally stable in

the region I<I*.

Noting that the system (1)–(3) can be reduced to

the system (2)–(3) by replacing S with N x I, we are

required to construct a Liapunov function V(I, P)

which satisfies global stability conditions. In particu-

lar, define

V(I,P)=(NxI)2x(NxI*)2, (26)

where I<I*.

Clearly, V*(I*, P*)=0; V(I, P)>0 for all I<I*.

Moreover, using I*=NxS* and equation (6) it can

be shown that

dV

dt
(I,P)=( _II, _PP):rV(I,P)<0, (27)

for all I<I*. Thus, by Liapunov’s stability theorem

(see section 2.9 of [38]), E equilibrium is a global

attractor in the region that I<I*.

APPENDIX C. The basic reproduction number

The specified forms of F and Vx1 are given by

F=
NbNd

0 0

� �
,

Vx1=
1=a 0

c=a(r+s+dN) 1=(r+s+dN)

� �
:

The entries (1, 1) and (1, 2) of F are the rates of sec-

ondary infections produced in compartment I by an

infected host and the free-living pathogen, respect-

ively. Since compartment P only consists of the free-

living pathogen, there is no infection produced in P

and therefore the second row of F is zero. The entries

(1, 1) and (2, 2) of Vx1 represent the average dura-

tions of time an infected host and pathogen spend in

compartments I and P, respectively. The entry (1, 2)

of Vx1 is zero since the individuals in compartment I

are already infected and therefore the pathogen does

not have any impact on them. The entry (2,1) of Vx1

represents a product of the rate of pathogens gener-

ated by an infected host per unit time c and the

average duration of time that each individual patho-

gen remains in the environment 1/a(r+s+dN). The
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next-generation matrix K=FVx1 is given by

K= Nb=a+Ndc=(r+s+dN)a Nd=(r+s+dN)
0 0

� �
:

The entries (1, 1) and (1, 2) of K are the expected

numbers of secondary infections in compartment

I produced by infected hosts and pathogen, respect-

ively.
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